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For Chair
Eunis Jassemi
ejassemi@hotmail.co.uk
@Eunis_Jassemi
Having joined the party at the age of 15, I’ve been active in the Labour Party nonstop.
Throughout the years I’ve been on the the doorstep, helping build strong effective campaigns
and create strong strategies for elections.
I’ve campaigned in a number of elections, from the 2010 UK elections to byelections In
Dunfermline and Cowdenbeath and local elections in 2012.
I was also hugely involved in the 2015 General election. I helped build a strong team in
Glasgow Central and made a lot of friends on the way!
I was also General election Campaign Assistant for Glasgow Central. With the skills I got this
year and over the past few years I know how to run a strong and effective election campaign
and as the Scottish election is fast approaching I want to use my skills for our movement.
.
I’m someone who’s built a strong campaign against college cuts which has received national
attention and received near crossparty support against the Scottish Government’s cuts. My
petition has also received nearly 2000 signatures.
I was also part of my Uni Labour club’s campaign against Zero hour contracts which proved
very successful as the university accepted our demands and took 600 people off Zero hour
contracts and on to stable long term contracts.
I was previously Treasurer of my university club and today I’ve started to rebuild the club as
chair, where we have strong growth in membership.
Has Comms officer of SYL our Facebook page and twitter account has been active like never
before. Thanks to me we’ve seen an alltime high in likes on our Facebook page and more
members are getting involved and sharing our content. Twitter too has a record number of
followers.
My priorities are to get a strong, fresh constitution for our movement, reform how regional
chairs are elected and a direct members vote for Committee elections.
If you want a strong Chair with experience, energy, a radical vision for Scottish Young Labour
then I urge you to vote for me has chair.
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For ViceChair
Eva Murray
evamurray95@hotmail.com
@EvaCMurray
I joined Labour when I was 16 because they are the Party of equality, the Party of change, the
Party of radical ideas, trying to make life better for people across the country. I grew up Labour, my
family involved in one way or another in our movement. At conference it was an honour to make
my first ever speech on such an important issue as the Trade Union Bill & one close to my heart. I
mentioned in my conference speech how I had been going to Glasgow’s May Day since I was in
my buggy, some of my earliest memories were at the Glasgow Green in the tents hearing the
passionate, inspiring speeches from Trade Unionists & Labour politicians.
Those values & words have stuck with me through the years whether that be taking to the streets
campaigning across the country most recently in places like Leith Walk, Calton & Wishaw,
speaking out against injustice or helping out with the fight to keep one of my University’s campuses
in Hamilton.
I know young people are some of most dedicated campaigners in our movement, the passion I
remember from May Day that inspired me to join the Party I now see everyday in young people
when I am out campaigning. So many incredible ideas to take our movement forward.
I decided to run for ViceChair alongside Eunis because I know Scottish Young Labour needs a
team that can represent all in our movement. I also realise that SYL needs the energy back in it to
motivate our young members & get as many involved as possible.
My background is media based this meaning social media & broadcasting is a passion of mine I
would fit these skills into my priority by using social media to connect with young members in all
parts of the country & if need be ensuring video conferencing would is an option to those who
cannot make meetings.
I am determined to get Scottish Young Labour to be the best it can be with our radical vision for
our future!
If you agree I urge you to vote for me as Vice Chair of Scottish Young Labour. I hope I can count
on your support!
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Our Pledge to You

A more Democratic &
Transparent SYL
• Chairs elected regionally by young members in
each region, broken up by Scottish Parliamentary
boundaries. We want to give more power to young
members because they are the people who know
best about what is needed in their areas.
• The Chair would work with youth officers &
University Club Chairs to come up with plans to
motivate members & get them more involved in our
movement.
• A priority of ours would be to make sure future
Scottish Young Labour elections have the facility to
be able to vote online. For far too long many young
members have not had a chance to have their say
because they simply couldn't make it to conference.
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Our Pledge to You

Meetings Held Across Scotland
• Another priority of ours would be to make sure
SYL moves outside the Central belt of Glasgow &
Edinburgh, we want meetings & events to take
place across Scotland, ensuring all young
members have a chance for their voices to be
heard.
• Each committee member will be active in their
positions & come up with plans to improve our
movement in each of their respective areas.
• In addition we will look into facilitating video
conferencing to allow people who cannot make
the monthly meetings to still take part, Geography
should not be a boundary.
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Our Pledge to You

Scottish Young Labour Constitution
• A new fresh independent constitution created
by committee members at a special Summer
conference.
• Committee will draft & create the new
constitution. Members & University clubs will be
consulted & any ideas will be welcome.
• Constitution will be debated at the special
conference & will be open for amendments.
• We will appoint a Constitution Officer who will
solely focus on drafting the new constitution &
will report to the committee for a 6 month period.
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Our Pledge to You
Social Events!
• SYL will have more social nights in each
region. These will be arranged throughout each
area by regional chairs but also on a larger
scale by the Scottish Young Labour committee.
These can be nights out, quiz nights, events
with guest speakers etc.
• We know how nerveracking it can be joining a
political party at a young age, going to your first
CLP meeting or trying to meet younger
members We want to use these events & nights
out not just to have fun but to welcome new
members to our Labour family. Just having
someone you know in a group can make a big
difference.
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Our Pledge to You
Support For Young Members
• New members will receive a more up to date
Scottish Young Labour members pack, giving
details of their CLP youth officer & contact
details of committee members.
• A pack will be put together for starting up
clubs in Universities/Colleges/Regions. These
will include details of how to get campaigns off
the ground on issues that you feel important &
support from the committee will be provided.
• We would provide training opportunities for
new & current members on doorknocking, how
to get more involved in the Party by setting up
campaigns & offering support to anyone
wanting to take on a leadership role.

